
JOIN US. 
Come into the light, and receive wine: fine wines all, 
be they new or pulled from the members only section 

of the cult cellar. 

For winter we’ve got five fancy-AF premium examples for your drinking 
pleasure. You’ll also receive cult bonuses, such as an existential 

notebook, a collectable sacred drinking vessel, and a members only 
20% discount off all our wines online and from cellar door.  

All for $285 (RRP $400).

†



Domaine A Cabernet 
Sauvignon 2011 
(Pre-Release)
Be the first to taste this hugely-anticipated 
new vintage of a truly legendary wine. As 
you’d expect from Domaine A, this is a full-
bodied showcase of the full range of cabernet 
character synonymous with the vineyard—
earthy, complex, with plenty of roasted 
beetroot and dark fruits beneath spiced top 
notes of vanilla, a faint char, and star anise. 
The finish is long, and builds incredibly. 

Muse Chardonnay 2017
A delightful tipple. On the nose you’ll see 
hints of oak (but nothing overbearing) and 
some vanilla cream, before a palate of green 
papaya and a flinty hit of lemon zest, all 
lightness and and elegance without being 
tangy. Pair with something subtle.

Cloth Label White 2015
Luminous, luxurious and layered, the 2015 
Cloth White is a promise of spring and 
spice. Lemon-gold in the glass, the bouquet 
suggests chai, cinnamon, honeysuckle nectar 
and peaches, with deeper notes of apricot 
beyond. The palate balances medium acidity 
and tannins with an astonishing spread of 
texture across the tongue, bringing grapefruit 
pith, cashews and lime skin character before 
a refreshing finish. Nuanced and exhilarating, 
it will reward just-below-room-temperature 
drinking or a good stint in the cellar. 

Muse Cabernet Merlot 
2009 
(Back vintage from Walshie’s private 
cellar)
A fine example of a cool-climate cabernet 
blend. Soft, velvety merlot; earthy and 
powerful cabernet sauvignon; and rounded, 
floral cabernet franc combine to create a full-
bodied wine that is drank brilliantly on release, 
but has improved even further over its time 
in the cellar. Rich and complex, it will benefit 
from decanting—if drinking now—or an even 
longer stint on the rack.

Muse Syrah 2016 
(New Release)
From the deep, red-purple colour onward, 
this is an alluring, elegant beast. The bouquet 
is classic—peppery, sweet berries, ample 
spice—and the palate is luxurious, with plenty 
of soft tannin and a long, rewarding carry. A 
subtle meatiness and nuanced, blackcurrant-
on-the-vine character round out this 
astoundingly well-crafted wine.

‘A very smart wine, already drinking well … 
Tasmanian shiraz is seldom this full-throated.’
—Huon Hooke (95 points)  

Mona ‘Nothing Lasts 
Forever’ Notebook
This notebook is perfect for those who have 
briefly forgotten their deep and unrelenting 
existential dread. Perfect for scribbling tasting 
notes or wine-induced epiphanies.


